
PortfolioSmartTM

Lack of visibility into business operations 

Lack of informed/data-driven decision making

Undefined and unaddressed risks 

Disparate, siloed business processes operating with 
inconsistent methods

Cumbersome tools to manage and track projects

Government agencies require a flexible solution that provides 
line of sight in operations, promotes data-driven decisions, 
enhances risk management, facilitates standardization and 
creates the ability to see information at the user’s fingertips.

Key Challenges to Getting Results

Deloitte is passionate about helping government 
agencies achieve their strategic goals by providing 
these benefits. We aim to challenge the status quo 
of portfolio management and continue to establish 
Deloitte as the market leader in government-wide 
transformation.

PortfolioSmartTM is designed to deliver portfolio visibility and informative analytics to provide insights for key 
decisions and actions. Our solution allows executives to evaluate their portfolio of investments against corporate 
objectives and track progress against planned targets to accelerate portfolio excellence.

The Three Phase Journey to Accelerate Portfolio Excellence

Our PortfolioSmartTM team works with Government Executives and Portfolio Managers to align 
programs to strategic objectives and provide line of sight across the portfolio.

Phase 1: Assess and Stand Up
We begin with a broad level 
assessment of your current state, 
strategic alignment across your 
portfolio of programs and projects, 
and identification of KPIs, risks, and 
issues to begin tracking progress.
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Phase 3: Refine and Adapt
We help you understand 
where your portfolio is, 
and look ahead to where it 
is going. This allows you to 
manage investments with 
greater rigor and higher 
success.
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Phase 3 Outcomes
 • A trained user base 
which can fully utilize the 
solution

 • The tracking of data and 
insights needed to make 
real time decisions

Phase 2: Monitor and Operate
We transition the use of 
disparate data, systems, and 
program management templates 
to a standard methodology and 
platform for real-time insights. 
This allows you to be nimble and 
adjust as needed.

Phase 2 Outcomes
 • Graphical reports that 
allow for quicker decision 
making

 • Portfolios operating with 
greater rigor and higher 
success

Phase 1 Outcomes
 • A clear understanding of challenges and 
baseline objectives and goals

 • A high-level roadmap of the path forward
 • A deployed dashboard of analytics
 • An infrastructure for day-to-day 
operations

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Consulting LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a 
detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte USA LLP, Deloitte LLP and their respective subsidiaries. Certain services may not be available 
to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.



PortfolioSmartTM is powered by ServiceNow and is deployed on your 
existing enterprise environment. PortfolioSmartTM helps to:

 • Improve visibility into operations: Offers drill-down capability with 
the appropriate amount of detail at each level.

 • Promote data-driven decisions: Calculates health of programs 
through industry standard key performance indicators.

 • Encourage proactive monitoring and risk management: Actionable 
insights highlighting key programmatic risks for leadership.

 • Facilitate standardization: Standardizes data inputs from a wide 
variety of program management data sources.

 • Offer ease of use: Provides a simple, interactive user interface that is 
intuitive and tablet-friendly.

Deloitte is positioned to help you along this journey every step of the way. Our experiences below 
highlight the key strengths we bring to your organization’s transformation:

If you are passionate about bringing your agency’s portfolios into the future with 
PortfolioSmartTM, please contact us:

The Deloitte Difference Who to Contact

The Accelerator Brought to Life
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Scalability
We provide resources 
and infrastructure 
required to be successful 
on the ground

PortfolioSmartTM

Leading Practices
We understand how 
to build, manage, and 
monitor portfolios that 
achieve results

Data Analytics
We provide actionable 
insights to make informed 
business decisions

User Centric
Our methodologies 
can help enhance 
adaptability and remove 
unnecessary obstacles
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Drill down to individual 
programs and projects

Budget tracking across the 
enterprise and by objective Flagged risks and issues

View indicators of your 
portfolio’s health

Why 
PortfolioSmartTM?


